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In this paper we describe an application of a set of ALGOL 60 procedures 

for algebraic formula manipulation. 

This application concerns the Cauchy problem (sections 3 and 4). 

Another application is described in ref [1]. 

This section is devoted to the ALGOL 60 procedures, by means of which one 

can manipulate formulae in an ALGOL program. 

We require that the operations used in a formula be the sum, the difference. 

the product and the quotient. which are assumed to be dyadic, 

Moreover. a formula may contain variables, numbers and the function symbols 

sin, cos, exp. ln, sqrt and arctan. 

Since the symbols +, - x, / and the function symbols are reserved in ALGOL 

for numerical purposes, we can not use these symbols to write a formula 

in the prog:ram. 

Therefore we use a different notation, called the program notation, by means of 

which we can write a formula in the program. The correspondence between this 
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notation and the ordinary notation is given in the table below, in which a and b 

are formulae and c an arithmetic expression representing a (real) number. 

ordinary a+b a - b a X b a/b C function s:r:;mbol 
notation in small etters 

profiam S(a,b) D(a,b) P(a,b) Q(a,b) NUMBER(c) function SY.mbol 
nota: ion •· in capital letters 

table 1 -

We require, moreover, that for each variable occurring in a formula an integer 

variable or an integer array element, having an identifier directly corresponding 

with the variable, be declared in the program. 

Example 1 in ordinary notation we have the formula ((U x U ) + x) 
-- 2 1 y-

which in program notation is S(P(U[2],Uy[l]),x). 

~~pie 2 in ordinary notation we have the formula (3.14 - arctan(U / U )) 
2 y 1 x--

which in program notation is D(NUMBER(3.14),ARCTAN(Q(Uy[2],Ux[l]))). 

Remark one can write an ALGOL program which converts a formula written in the ---
ordinary notatien into a formula written in program notation. 
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In describing the procedures we use a set of non-local integer variablest 

declared by integer sum, product, quotient, number, variable, function, 

Sin 11 Cos, Exp, Ln, Sqrt, Arctan, 

one, zero; 

The values of the integer variables on each line of this declaration will be different. 

The variables one and zero correspond to the numbers 1 and O. They are used as 

the unit ellement and the zero element in the system. 

First, the procedure INT REPR is introduced, the heading of which runs as 

follows: 

E!.~cedu:r.e INT REPR(case,formula,left side,type,right side,numb); 

integer case,formula,left side,type,right side; ~ numb; 

A call of this procedure has the following effect: 

If case = 1, the own variables declared in INT REPR, get values, 

If case = 2, information stored in the parameters left side, type, right side 

and numb is stored in ~~ arrays and to the parameter 11formula11 a value 

(the address of the stored information) is assigned. 

If case == 30 dependent on the value of the parameter 11 formula11 , the parameters 
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left side, type, right side and numb get values. 

INT REPR is called within the procedure bodies of STORE, TYPE, 

VALUE OF NUMBER and NUMBER. 

It has the property: for each arbitrary triple of integers a, b and c and each 

arbitrary real number d the following Boolean expressions: 

TYPE(STORE(a,b,c),A,C) = b A A = a A C = c 

and VALUE OF NUMBER(NUMBER(d)) = d 

in which A and C are auxiliary integer variables, have the value true. -
The body of the procedure is not given here in order to avoid specifying 

unnecessary details. Moreover, the following procedures are introduced: 

integer E,rocedure STORE(left side1type,right side~; ~ left side,right side; 

integer left side,type,right side; 

begin !P,teger a; INT REPR(2,a,left side,type,right side,0); STORE:= a end; 

integer procedure TYPE(formula,left side,right side~; ~ formula; 

integer formula,left side,right side; 

begin integer t; ~c; INT REPR(3,formula,left side,t,right side,c); TYPE:=t~ 

!.2!!. procedure VALUE OF NUMBER(formula); ~formula; integer formula; 

begin~numb; INTREPR(3,formula,0,0,0,numb~; VALUE OF NUMBER:= numb~ 
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We now describe the procedures for storing a formula. 

integer procedure S(i,j); ~ i,j; integer i,j; 

~gin 22!!1!!1~ S applies the rule (i + 0) = (0 + i) = i; 

S:= if i = zero then j else if j = zero then i else STORE(i,sum,j) - -- - - . 

end S; -
!_!!teger procedure D(i,j); integer i,j; D:= S(i,P(NUMBER(-1~,j~); 

integer P,rocedure P(i,j); ~ i,j; integer i,j; 

~~ £2.!!l!!'~ P applies the rules (i x 0) = (0 x j~ = 0 and (ix 1~ = (1 x i) = i; 

P := if i = zero V j = zero then zero else if i = one then j else if j = one then i - - -- __ .__ -
~ STORE(i,product,j~ 

~ P; 

inte&et procedure Q(i,j); integer i,j; Q:= STORE(i,quotient,j); 

!_!lteg~ procedure NUMBER(c); ~ c; 

begin ~teger a; INT REPR(2,a,0,number,0,c); NUMBER:= a ~ 

Note that the procedure D converts the difference (i - j) into (i + «-1) x j)), 

By means of the procedure NUMBER, the values of one and zero are defined 

as follows: one:= NUMBER(l); zero:= NUMBER(0); 
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There are six procedures for storing functions, of which we describe only the 

integer procedure ARCTAN(i); integer i; ARCTAN:= STORE(Arctan,function,i); 

Moreover, there are procedures for evaluating, outputting and differentiating a 

formula. Let us merely sketch the differentiation procedure DER(f,z), which 

stores the derivative of f with respect to z, by giving only a typical part of 

the procedure body. 

integer procedure DER(f,z); ~ f,z; integer f,z; 

if f = z then DER:= one else -
begin integer a,type,b; type:= TYPE(f,a,b); 

if type = product then DER:= S(P(DER(a,z),b),P(a,DER(b,z))) else -- - . .. . .. 

Similar statements for a sum and a quotient should be inserted: 

if type = function then - -
begin We treat only the arctan function: 

!!_ a = Arctan ~ DER:= P(Q(one,S(one,P(b,b~~!.,DER(b,z~~ 

end else DER:= zero ---
~DER; 
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!!~~ to each stored formula there corresponds an integer (the address of 

the in INT REPR stored information), which we will call the index of the formula. 

3. !~auchy problem 

In this section we will be concerned with the Cauchy problem, i.e. the 

determination of functions satisfying the partial differential equations 

F (U , U » U , x, y) = 0, with h = 1, ••• , M and k = 1, •.• , M, (1) 
h kx ky k 

(in which U and U are the partial derivatives of U with respect to 
k X k y k 

x and y) 

and the initial conditions 

U (x, 0) = G (x). 
k · k · 

If we require 

1) the F and the G are analytic in a neighbourhood of x = 0, y = 0, 
h k 

2) det 

t) u 
ky 

} + 0, in X = 0, y = 0, 

3) the quantities U (0, 0) are explicitly solvable from (1) and (2), 
k y . 

(2) 

(3) 
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then we can calculate the Taylor series for the functions U , i.e. 
k 

CD CD 

Uk(x, y) =LL 
n=0 m=0 

n m 
U X y • 
k,n,m 

If the left-hand sides of (1) are of the form described in section 2, this 

(4) 

calculation can be performed on a computer by means of the ALGOL program 

which will be sketched in section 4. 

Let all formulae which build up the F be enumerated, say, A , 
h 1 

. . . ' A. 
K 

For the example 1, e.g., we have 

A =U,A =U ,A =A x.A,A =xandA =A +A. 
1 2 2 ly 3 1 2 4 5 3 4 

For each A the Taylor coefficient a (n and m fixed for the moment) is 
q q,n,m 

defined using rules for the sum, the product and the quotient of two formulae. 

These rules are, together with rules for a number and the variables, listed in 

table 2. Rules for the function symbols sin, cos, etc. will be given separately. 
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A = a = 
3 3,n,m 

A +A a + a 
2 1 2,n,m 1,n,m 

n m 

A X A LL a a 
2 1 2,i,j 1,n-i,m-j 

i=0 j=0 
n m 

[[' A I A (a - a a - a a )/a 2 1 2,n,m 3,0,0 1,n,m 3,i,j 1,n-i,m-j- 1,0,0 
i=0 j=0 

the symbol LL' is defined by 

n m n m 

LL, \,j =LL b - b - b . 
i,j o,o n,m 

i=0 j=0 i=0 j=0 

c (a real C b b 
number) n,0 m,0 

( 6 is the Kronecker delta) 
i,j 

u u 
k k,n,m 

u (n + 1) u 
kx k,n+l,m 

u (m + 1) u 
ky k,n,m+l 

X s s 
n,1 m,0 

y 
&n,O 8m,1 

table 2 -
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The function symbols are treated quite generally in the program. 

As part of the input of the program, we require that for each function symbol cp 

functions t be stored, defined by means of: 
k 

d ~,k(X) 
= t (X, cp , • • • , cp ) , k = 

k 1 p 
dX 

cp (X) = cp (X). 
1 . - . 

and 

1, . . . ' p 

The t are formulae in which no function symbols occur. 
k 

Besides the mentioned function symbols, the program can also treat 

other function symbols, for which the t are known. 
k 

Consider the function A = cp (A ) ; the a can be defined in the 
2 1 2,n,m 

following way. 

Let 'P .. and o/. .. be the Taylor coefficients of cp (A ) and 
k,1,J k,1,J k 1 · 

t (A , cp (A ) , • • • , cp (A )) respect! vely. 
k 1 1 l· p 1 

Then we have: 

1) 19 = .l (a ) 
k,0,0 'l'k 1,0,0 ' 

2) for n + 0, 

'f' = 
k,n,m 

n m 

( [ [ 'I' k,n-i,m-j 
i=l j=0 

which follows from 

i a )/n, 
1,i,j 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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oc!> 
k 

?>A 
= t (A , cj> (A ) , • • . , cj> (A ) ) • 1 , 

k 1 1 1· p l·· 
?) X () X 

3) for n = 0 and m f O, 

n m 

cp = ( [ 1 'I' . . j a )/m, 
k,n,m L k,n-1,m-J 1,i,j 

i=0 j=l 

found by differentiating cj, (A ) with respect to y. 
k 1· 

From this a follows, since a = P 
2 ,n,m 2 ,n,m 1,n,m • 

The 'I' , can be defined using table 2. 
k,n,m 

(8) 

The Taylor coefficients a with q = 1, •.•• K are, according to the above 
q1n,m 

remarks, indirectly defined in terms of the u , u and u . 
k,n,m k,n+ 1,m k,n,m+ 1 

The calculation process is such that the index pair (n,m) is successively 

equal to 

(0,0), (1,0), (0,1), (2,0), (1,1), (0,2), ••• , (i,j), if i = 0 theri (j+l,0) else (i-1,j+l), •••• 
. . . . . --- ........... _.......,... 

Assume now that the a . are already calculated for those index pairs (i,j), 
q,1,j 

which precede in this sequence the index pair (n,m). 

The variable U corresponds to some formula A , and a . . = (j+ 1) u . . • 
k y s S,l,J . k,I,J+l 

Since, for m f 0, the index pairs (n,m-1) and (n+l,m-1~ precede the (n,m), 

it follows from our assumption that the u and the u are alreadv 
k,n,m k,n+l,m " 
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calculated On the case m = 0 these coefficients follow from the initial conditions). 

Thus the only coefficients which are not calculated are the u , which 
k,n,m+l 

are replaced by the symbols Z • 
k 

The program then calculates algebraically with these symbols and builds up 

formulae linear in the Z for the left-hand sides of (1), from which the Z 
k k 

and thus the u and finally the a ean be calculated. 
k,n,m+ 1 q,n,m 

Since the a can be calculated, using the initial conditions, it follows that 
q,0,0 

all the a can be calculated by means of the recurrent calculation process 
q,n,m 

defined above. 

4. :£he program for the Cauchy problem 

In accordance with the remarks in section 2 the program contains the 

declaration ~ger x, y; integer array U, Ux, Uy~ Z[l:M]; 

in which M and p are defined in (1) and (5). 

These variables get values by means of the following statements 

x:= STORE(l,variable,l); y:= STORE(2,variable,1); 
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!2!'._k:= 1 step 1 ~M 22, 

begin U[k]:= STORE(-1,variable,k); Ux[k]:= STORE(-2,variable,k); 

Uy[k]:= STORE(-3,variable,k); Z[k]:= STORE(-4,variable,k) 

end• _, 

It does not matter which information is set in the first and third parameter 

of STORE, except that it should be non-ambiguous. 

In this section, the function symbols will not be treated. 

The presentation of the program is correspondingly simplified (see ref [2]). 

The differential equations are stored by execution of e.g. the statements 

Left hand side of DE[l]:= S(P(U[2],Uy[l]),x); 

Left hand side of DE[2]:= D(NUMBER(3.14),ARCTAN(Q(Uy[2],Ux[l]))); 

In the program we need the arrays u, a and fa, declared by 

array u[l:M,0:N,0:N], a[l:K,0:N-1,0:N-l]; integer arr~ fa[l:K]; 

K is defined in section 3. N defines the number of Taylor coefficients which 

should be calculated. 

In the array u, the calculated Taylor coefficients of U are stored. 
k 
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The core of the program is the procedure CALC COEFF, which defines for 

each formula F its Taylor coefficient with a fixed index pair (n,m). 

This coefficient is stored in the real array element a[F ,n,m] if it actually can be 

calculated. However, if it can not be calculated, a formula is built up and stored 

instead. The index of this formula is assigned to the integer array element fa[F]. 

(Note that F is used here also as the index of the formula F). 

Let us sketch this procedure. 

procedure CALC COEFF(F~; ~ F; integer F; 

begin integer A,type,B; ;!!oolean procedure KNOWN(F~~ integer F; 

begi_!!. £2!!1!!1~ KNOWN becomes ~ or ~ dependent on whether a[F ,n,m] 

has been calculated or not; 

~ KNOWN; 

type:= TYPE(F ,A,B); 

!!. type = sum ~ 

bem:n £2!!1!!1~ F is of the form A+ B; CALC COEFF(A); CALC COEFF(B); 

!f. KNOWN(A) A KNOWN(B) ~ a[F ,n,m]:= a[A,n,m] + a[B,n,m] ~ 
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fa[F]:= S(if KNOWN(A) then NUMBER(a[A,n,m]) else fa[A], - - -
if KNOWN(B) then NUMBER(a[B,n,m]) else fa[B]) - - , -.......-

end else --
Similar statements for the product and quotient should be inserted: 

' ' ' 

if type = variable then - . -
begin !!.,A = -1 ~ F is of the form U: a[F,n,m]:= u[B,n,m] ~ 

if A = -2 then F is of the form Ux: a[F ,n,m]:= (n+l) x u[B,n+l,m] else 
......, - . ~ 

if A = -3 then F is of the form Uy: fa[F]:= P(NUMBER(m+l),Z[B]); - - . 

comment For other variables similar statements should be inserted; ---
end -

end CALC COEFF; 

By means of CALC COEFF we get a formula linear in the Z[k] for the 

Taylor coefficients of the left-hand sides of (1) and the Z[k] can be calculatedi 

using the evaluation and the differentiation procedures. 

The Taylor coefficients which have not yet been determined, can now be 

calculated and the process can be repeated for another index pair (n,m). 
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